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The peninsula-reclamation project is moving along at an even pace; anyone and everyone is invited to join in the fun. There is, however, some discussion on the necessity of a small bridge. This need is as plain as day; to illustrate this point we have a parable: One day a certain CARBON Editor was out communing with nature; her course carried her to the peninsula. As she was edging her way across the logs she fell into the pretty green water. As she lay there looking up at the pretty brown mud, a muskrat sitting nearby said, "Amen, Amen I say to you, build a bridge!" With measuring tape and slide rule the CARBON has a bridge design. Any interested Soph or Fresh class president is welcome to it. A.M.H.

SPORTS
Ind. State 300 020 012-8-12-1
Marian 000 000-0-1-4

Last Tuesday afternoon the Knights were rudely introduced to "America's most popular sport—baseball." The invaders from Indiana State shelled the Knight's mound for eight runs and twelve hits, while limiting Marian to no runs and one hit—that by Ron Strange in the last of the ninth. Besides limiting the Knights to one hit, the State pitching staff poured salt into the wounds by striking out seventeen batters.

The baseball team wishes to thank everyone who came to the baseball game and stuck it out in spite of the cold.

VARSITY SCHEDULE
Tennis April 7, St. Joseph Here
Golf April 7, St. Joseph Here
B-ball April 6, Rose Poly(2) There
April 11, Ind. Central
Riverside

Judging from the type of editorials and comments on campus affairs appearing in the Phoenix this year, it seems that something is amiss. Certainly, our staff and editors have some opinions on controversial issues that arise on campus, but they are never aired in the school press, only by word of mouth in the, percolating caucuses. Why doesn't the Phoenix take a stand? Are they afraid to step on someone's toes?

Without organized or at least voiced advocacy, how can the student body, the faculty and the administration know the feelings of the others if this feeling is not presented formally in the official voice of the school, the newspaper? And how can outsiders know the policy of Marian as a Catholic College if they cannot read it in black and white?

Another interesting inquiry consists in the dearth of letters to the editor. Either these letters are not printed or they are not written, the latter, perhaps, because the Phoenix brand of news is old, or entirely factual and does not lend itself to critical thinking.

The Phoenix has ample sport and campus news coverage but seems to be lacking in the type of article which would give it the prestige and character of a policy-holding newspaper.

Y. C. S.

Bring 'em in!

All next week the Y.C.S. is conducting a book drive for the Library. Any type of book, be it biography, fiction, or paperback is most welcome. Collection tables will be set up in front of the bookstore and percolating in the type of article which would give it the prestige and character of a policy-holding newspaper.
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Y. C. S.
STUDENT BOARD NEWS
The Student Board held a short meeting, Tuesday, April 3, for the purpose of nominating candidates for Vice-president and Treasurer for next year's board. The candidates are:

Vice-president
Bonnie Johnson
Judy Farmer
Peggy Knoll

Treasurer
Frank Hogan
Bob Campbell
Jerry Zore

Voting will be held on Monday, April 16.

FOR YOUR OWN GOOD...
Don't fail to be friendly, courteous, and cooperative in your dealings with any of the evaluation team members on campus Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday of next week. It's for your benefit!

THE CARBON APPLAUDS:
—Ron Strange, for getting the hit last Tuesday afternoon.
—All of the conscientious students who worked so hard on the peninsular project last Saturday afternoon.
—The fill dirt which will be used to beautify the campus.
—All those who liked last week's CARBON. (There were not too many, we were told.)

THE CARBON HISSES:
—Those "outsiders" who persist in ignoring the posted "NO FISHING" signs.
—Jack Essling, Tom Egold, and Tom Wacker, for ruining a perfectly beautiful 1949 Hudson Hornet.

*** NOTICE — This is not an advertisement!
—But we just thought we'd mention that CAROL'S EAGLE DALE PIZZA has a pretty good deal going on right now. In addition to delivering the pizza free, they offer a 15% discount on all pizza's sold on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. The number is WA 3-0235
(Come to think of it, a complimentary pizza would taste good.)

KNOW YOUR RESPONSIBILITY!
Monday, April 9, at 7 p.m., several Parish priests of this area will lead an informal discussion, the topic of which is: "The Catholic College Student and His Parish Duties."
All are invited to attend this discussion in the reading room. The visiting priests are:
Fr. Kavanagh—St. Michael
Fr. Van Benten—Cathedral
Honsigneur Goeqens—St. Mary's

"Martin Luther" Here the 16th
The Marian Players again present a movie, this time the controversial "Martin Luther." Saturday, April 14 is the date. More information next week.

******** PEARLS OF WISDOM (Gathered from the dusty files of the CARBON's cellar)

Definition of OBJECTIVITY:
—A high school library in Tennessee contains a volume entitled "The Unbiased History of the War Between the States, from the Southern Point of View."

Definition of a COLLEGE:
—"A fountain of knowledge where all go to drink."
—"Never look back — something might be gaining on you!"
—"Conceit is a form of 'I' disease."
—"The only good bug is a dead bug."
—"If a human baby grew at the same rate as a broiler chick, he would weigh 256 pounds when 10 weeks old."
—"Girdle manufacturers are living off the fat of the land."
—"Girls are like football — you can't get anywhere without a good line."
—"Girls at college are of two strata, those with dates and those with data!"
—"A Reckless driver is one who passes you on the highway in spite of all you do."
—"Be true to your teeth, or they will be false to you."
—"A girl's idea of a stepping stone to success is generally a diamond."
—"Anyone can kiss Geraldine—she once slapped a man who chewed tobacco."

HAD ENOUGH? — SO HAVE WE!!!!!